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Technical relief organisation relies 
on Snom IP phones for Pope's visit



Section 1 - Background 
For sixty years, THW has given technical assistance 
to people in need around the world. Whether hu-
manitarian aid after droughts, wars, earthquakes 
or floods, or technical support at major events such 
as the Pope's visit, THW provides daily practical as-
sistance. As a federal agency the technical relief or-
ganisation belongs to the Division of the Ministry of 
the Interior, but only one per cent of the staff of the 
THW are in full-time employment. 99 percent of the 
over 80,000 German helpers volunteer in 668 local 
unions.

Section 2 – Problem
On the occasion of the visit by Pope Benedikt II to 
Germany in September 2011 the Freiburg Fire De-
partment, THW in the Emmendingen district and the 
Maltese established a leadership center from which 
over 1,000 volunteers were coordinated. THW were 
responsible for the operation of this centre near the 
Freiburg city airport. The Deputy Chairman of the 
THW-Förderverein Emmendingen had researched 
IP Telephony on the internet and based on his inves-
tigations he approached Snom in a personal letter 
asking them for a donation of equipment.

Section 3 – Solution
Snom were happy to support the operation and 
the squad leaders were equipped with Snom IP 
phones. Overall, eight Snom IP desk phones were 
donated: the basic Snom 300 business phone, the 
Snom 320 for frequent callers, the Snom 821 with 
high-resolution TFT color display and the Snom 
870 with touch display and intuitive menu naviga-
tion. The operation requirements were demanding. 
The devices had to be quick to set up and easy to 
configure. Also they had to operate without exten-
sive dedicated cabling. The Snom phones use the 
SIP protocol and can therefore very easily integrate 
into existing networks. The phones were in use for 
10 days. This included the assembly and disassem-
bly of the opertions centre. Comprehensive tests 
were undertaken immediately before the event and 
these were compelted without significant errors, a 
situation that has not been seen before by the THW 
Director in 15 years of service. The three branches 
were each equipped with communication vehicles. 

Between the individual trucks, THW set up a network 
and installed a hybrid telephone system, which was 
both VoIP and ISDN capable. In addition to being 
used at the centre the Snom IP phones were used in 
the patient rescue and transport centre and in the 
Sanitätsstand at the airport. The connection of the 
sites was carried out over multiple IP radio links, 
which are connected via the airfield’s fibre-optic 
network. The wireless network integrated the Snom 
IP phones on the network.

Section 4 - Benefits 
Since the preconfigured phones supported flex-
ible working, the team was not constrained by lo-
cation but were able to take the devices anywhere 
they were needed during the operation. The team 
had to be able to move very quickly since they did 
not know in advance where the vehicles would be. 
They were impressed by the location independence 
and reliability of the Snom phones. Two features 
of the phones proved particularly useful: the flex-
ible button assignment and remote configuration 
via the Web. THW were able to store contact details 
and numbers with just a few keystrokes, and just as 
easily access the phone book. The Snom 870 was 
particular impressive. Its well-arranged address 
book meant that callers could be quickly identified 
along with additional information such as organiza-
tional affiliation, or photos. This made it easy to en-
sure that even at their busiest users would always 
select the right contact.  Another advantage was the 
single key "do not disturb" function. All of the users 
had customizable function buttons, so, executives 
themselves could decide how to most conveniently 
set up keys to take a call, forward or redirect.

Section 5 -  Future
The THW were very impressed by the usability of 
the phones and even experienced colleagues from 
the special wide transport squad we impressed by 
the amazingly simple configuration.
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"At a large event like the Pope's visit with thousands of people one can never be sure, if everything will go 
according to plan  You must react quickly and fl exibly, should something unforeseen happen. Without reliable 

and fl exible communication technology, you are quickly in a losing battle." 
Eric Mill THW


